Safran contributes to Boeing ecoDemonstrator, a flight testing program to accelerate new technologies

Everett, WA, United-States – February 20, 2018

Safran Electrical & Power is proud to participate in the Boeing 2018 ecoDemonstrator, a campaign launched to improve commercial aviation’s environmental performance throughout an airplane’s lifecycle. After decades of successful partnership with Boeing on electrical wiring interconnection systems, Safran Electrical & Power is demonstrating its capabilities in power generation, distribution, electrical motors, and power electronics by supplying a complete electrical channel to the Boeing 2018 ecoDemonstrator.

To date, Boeing’s ecoDemonstrator program, which began in 2011, has tested more than 60 technologies using four airplanes as flying test beds. In 2018, Boeing and FedEx will work together to test more than 30 new technologies aboard a FedEx-owned 777 Freighter, equipped with Safran Electrical & Power's electrical channel. The flight test campaign will start in February 2018.

Safran Electrical & Power will equip the 2018 ecoDemonstrator with a comprehensive electrical channel, encompassing electric power generation and distribution systems, engine and aircraft wiring, and specific electrical loads (electric fans). Through strong collaboration with the Boeing team, Safran Electrical & Power has designed and developed one of the fastest flight-worthy electrical channel for civil aircraft. This solution is unique in the market and allows future optimization of the full aircraft electrical system. The 2018 ecoDemonstrator flight test campaign will demonstrate multiple benefits: overall electrical system efficiency, reduction of energy losses, and weight and operating savings.

“We are providing the Boeing ecoDemonstrator with a state-of-the-art electric power source and a complete electrical channel. It is a prime example of our capabilities to design tomorrow’s optimized electrical systems and we are very proud to contribute to Boeing’s environmental efforts. Our contributions also highlight the benefits of a comprehensive electrical system supplier supporting an aircraft manufacturer in the optimization of its aircraft electrical systems,” said Alain Sauret, President, Safran Electrical & Power.
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SAFRAN'S CONTRIBUTION TO THE BOEING 2018 ecoDEMONSTRATOR

A COMPLETE ELECTRICAL CHANNEL

POWER GENERATION
- Variable Frequency GEARED GENERATOR
- -60% thermal losses
- -15% envelop & weight compared to existing 777 generation system
- VERSATILE generation system

INTERCONNECTION SYSTEMS
- MODIFICATION of engine and aircraft wiring Interconnection systems, specifically for the ecoDemonstrator

POWER DISTRIBUTION
- SMART Distribution panel including the control function of the generator, for overall system optimization
- A SINGLE panel managing all functions for control, protection, monitoring and recording of the electrical network

VENTILATION SYSTEM
- HIGHLY efficient electrical fan for cooling system or cabin ventilation

ecoDemonstrator PROGRAM

- TECHNOLOGY ACCELERATION
- ABILITY TO COLLABORATE
- INSPIRATION FOR INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS
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Safran is an international high-technology group and tier-1 supplier of systems and equipment in the Aerospace and Defense markets. Operating worldwide, Safran has nearly 58,000 employees and generated sales of 15.8 billion euros in 2016. Safran is listed on the Euronext Paris stock exchange, and its share is part of the CAC 40 and Euro Stoxx 50 indices.

Safran Electrical & Power is one of the world market leaders in electrical systems in aeronautics, number 1 in wiring and number 2 in power systems. A key player in the field of more electric aircraft, the company employs more than 13,000 people in 12 countries.

For more information: www.safran-group.com and www.safran-electrical-power.com / Follow @Safran and @SafranElectric on Twitter